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Local History 101: Making Life-Changing Decisions in the Kankakee River Valley 

Episode 1: Potawatomi Peril (to 1838) 

Dr. James Paul’s Narrative with Slides 

 

1.          Hello, my name is Dr. Jim Paul.  John was so debonair in his suit and derby hat as 

he, and other Bourbonnais Grove Historical Society members who wore 19th century 

clothing, greeted guests to the gardens of the Letourneau Home/Museum.  It was late 

June 2013, and the event was “Remembering Bourbonnais Grove: 1832-75” on the 

Sunday ending the Bourbonnais Friendship Festival.  We were photographed after my 

portrayal of George Letourneau and no longer wearing my fake beard.   

         John grew up near Kankakee River State Park.  As a boy, he explored the former 

Potawatomi village nearby.  He was impressed with their local contributions and burial 

mound.  He studied Potawatomi history throughout his life.  John and I planned to team 

teach this course, but now I will present it by myself as tribute to him. 

         There are two parts to this course presentation: 1) the Potawatomi conflict and 

crises to 1838, and 2) the Potawatomi interaction with Noel LeVasseur. 
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2.          The first part of this course presentation, to slide 55, is based on John’s fall 2019 

Lifelong Learning Institute course entitled “Potawatomi Flashback—A Life Long Leaner’s 

View”.  Since he and I had team taught several travelogues for the Lifelong Learning 

Institute, we decided to team teach this history course by combining his Potawatomi 

narrative with my insights into Noel LeVasseur’s life with the Potawatomi.  We 

considered this course to be the first in a series of courses entitled Local History 101: 

Making Life-Changing Decisions in the Kankakee River Valley.  The next course in the 

series, Episode 2, will be entitled “Antebellum Abolitionists: the Quaker Durham’s and 

their French-Canadian Friends (1838-60).  It will convey the abolitionist sentiments of 

the Quaker family of Thomas and Margaret Durham and the attitude of the French-

Canadian settlers toward slavery.  Episode 3 is also in the planning stage—The Legacy of 

George Letourneau: from Bourbonnais and Kankakee Mayor to Illinois State Senator 

(1860-1906).  Two more episodes for the future will be: Episode 4—The Durham-Perry 

Family: From Pioneer Settlers to Community Leaders (1906-1961); and Episode 5—The 

Perry Farm and Other Landmarks at the Crossroads: Commercialization or Preservation 

(1961 to present). 

         I plan to teach these courses in the near future.  They will immerse course 

participants in the gut wrenching decisions of the individuals who lived in the Kankakee 

River Valley.  The purpose of these course programs will be to engage the audience in a 

new way.  The goal is not to have two levels of learning in the traditional two planes of 

narrator-audience, teacher-student, and presenter-audience, but to achieve one level in 

which all parties immerse themselves in the past.  For example, during this course 

program, you will walk in the moccasins of the Potawatomi and I will become Noel 

LeVasseur.  You will be compelled to make life-changing decisions in the 1830s. 
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3.          The first part of this course program, to slide 56, will consist primarily of John’s 

narrative (and a few others), taking us through the history of the Potawatomi to the 

year 1838.  During this journey, you the participant must pretend to be a Potawatomi 

and make a decision about the Indian Removal Acts of the 1830s in which the local 

Potawatomi were compelled to move west of the Mississippi River.  Please pick a 

Potawatomi name for yourself and make your decision by choosing one of the answers 

provided here. 
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4.          Please pick a number from one to ten.  [Pause until the number is picked.  

Continue after everyone has picked her/his number.]  The number you picked 

represents the person below that will walk with you on this journey.  Please write 

her/his name below your life-changing decision’s answer from the previous page.  You 

will learn this person’s fate at the end of the course.  

         There will be a ten minute intermission at slide 57.  The second part of this 

course beginning with slide 58, will be your visit with Noel LeVasseur.  You will first 

prepare a question for Noel LeVasseur on slide 56.  Then, LeVasseur will appear when I 

put on this red voyageur hat.  He will tell you a about his life to the year 1837.  

         Before your visit with Noel LeVasseur, you will learn the identity of the 

Potawatomi who traveled with you on this journey and determine how this person 

answered the life-changing question: How would you react to the Indian Removal Acts 

(1830s)?  What happened to this person as a result of her/his answer?  How did 

her/his answer compare or contrast with your answer? 

         Then, as a Potawatomi, you will have an opportunity to ask Noel LeVasseur a 

question when you visit him at his Bourbonnais Grove trading post in 1837.  He will ask 

you what positive or negative things have you heard about him as an outsider?   After 

LeVasseur leaves, you may ask any other questions of me.  Please hold all questions 

until the question and answer session at the end of the course program.  This course 

program will be digitally recorded so that it can be used for educational purposes. 
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5.          In the following  recreation, a Potawatomi speaks about the years 1734-1834 and a more distant past: 

During the 100 circles of seasons before our Potawatomi people met outsiders like Noel LeVasseur and Thomas 

Durham, our people lived in Ti-yar-ac-ke [or Thea-ti-ki, “wonderful land”] with its river full of fish.  We have many 

villages in Ti-yar-ac-ke, but those of us who first saw LeVasseur, the fur trader, and Durham, the Quaker, live in the 

village of Chief Me-she-ke-ten-o. When we met Durham at Twin Oaks where two oaks grow side by side, we traded a 

pony for his tired horse.  We later met Durham’s squaw Margaret, and their children and built a wigwam of tree 

branches for them to use until their log cabin was built.  We told LeVasseur and the Durhams the story of Ti-yar-ac-ke, 

a story that has been told to us by our ancestors. 

         Ti-yar-ac-ke was once covered by warm and shallow water with hard ridges breaking the surface [coral 

reefs].  There were many fish and other water creatures.  Rocks [fossils] of these creatures can be found in the creek 

[Bourbonnais Creek] banks, and within 100 paces from the caves at the creek’s mouth [Indian Caves].  Underground 

rock is not far below Twin Oaks.  A few openings to [sink] holes exist.  They lead to openings made by running water. 

        An ocean of ice [glacier] once covered and flattened much of Ti-yar-ac-ke.  One end of the ice ocean broke 

causing waters [Kankakee Torrent] to make the river and creeks of Ti-yar-ac-ke. These waters also made a large 

openness [prairie] on the sun rise side of the trail now called Bourbonnais Trace [Kennedy Drive], wet lands [prairie or 

marsh] on the sun set side of Bourbonnais Trace, and open land [prairie] with some trees, and then a line of trees 

next to the river. 

         Large creatures [mastodons] lived here during the ocean of ice time [ice ages].  Our ancestors came to Ti-

yar-ac-ke while hunting these large animals.  As the ice ocean slowly melted, the air became warmer and dryer.  Large 

openness spread across the land.  The big animals hunted by our ancestors were no more [the American mastodon 

became extinct about 10,000 years ago].  Our ancestors hunted, but they also fished, and picked fruits, nuts, berries 

and seeds of wild grasses.  They stayed for short times on high land, and then followed herds of bison, caribou, and 

deer [these people were Paleolithic or Paleo-Indians]. 

         The warming air and the spread of openness brought a new people to the rich lands.  They were hunters 

who trailed herds of animals on their seasonal wonderings.  [These people were known as Archaic and lived 8000-

1000 B.C.E.].  They built lodging for hot times on wooded land and spent cold times in rock shelters or large caves like 

those at the mouth of the creek that flows into the Ti-yar-ac-ke.   These people hunted and gathered food, yet found 

time to make many different types of weapons, tools, and trinkets.  Later, another Woodland people came and built 

villages, made clay pottery, buried their dead in mounds, and made trinkets and tools.  Two thousand circles of 

seasons ago, another group of ancestors called Mississippian, arrived and built huge spirit mounds and large villages 

along the river valleys on the sun set side of Ti-yar-ac-ke.  Every one of these ancestral natives had bands that lived in 

the lands of Ti-yar-ac-ke.  

[James Paul—“The Story of Twin Oaks: Prequel” in The Herald, July 2017]. 
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6. In the following  recreation, a Potawatomi speaks about the centuries from 1300 to 

1700:   

 

         Between 100 and 500 circles of seasons ago, our ancestors began to form tribes 

and occupied agreed upon land.  The people in the river valleys toward the setting sun 

called themselves Inoca. The Kaskaskia, Cahokia, and Peoria were also Inoca.  We 

Potawatomi are not Inoca.  We met outsiders like  Pere Jacques Marquette, and 

voyageurs Louis Jolliet and Rene Robert Cavelier de LaSalle.  These outsiders referred to 

the Inoca as the Illini or Illiniwek.  At about that time, many of our Potawatomi 

ancestors lived on both sides of the great lake up-river from Ti-yar-ac-ke, but within 30 

circles of seasons ago—their year 1730—one of our Potawatomie tribes found new 

hunting and planting grounds in Ti-yar-ac-ke. The Piankeshaws and the Miamis lived on 

the sun rise side of Ti-yar-ac-ke.  Some Mohicans, Inoca, Chippewa, Ottawa, and Miami 

lived in Ti-yar-ac-ke before us.  

[James Paul—“The Story of Twin Oaks: Prequel” in The Herald, July 2017]. 

 

P.S. Iroquois County is the only county with that name in the United States.  Tradition 

holds that a band of Iroquois were surprised and defeated by war party of the Illini on 

the banks the river now called the Iroquois River. 
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7. In the following  recreation, a Potawatomi speaks: 

  

Our people met more outsiders called voyageurs—French travelers—including 

men in black robes who they called Jesuits.   We liked to trade with them.  

[James Paul—“The Story of Twin Oaks: Prequel” in The Herald, July 2017]. 

The trader, Louis Jolliet, joined Fr. Marquette’s expedition from St. Ignace on 

May 15, 1673.  They traveled the waterways southwest to the Mississippi River.  Near 

the confluence of the Iowa River with the Mississippi, they came upon a camp of the 

Illinois.  They proceeded to attend a great feast: 

. . .consisting of four dishes which had to be partaken of in accordance with all . . 

.The first course was a great wooden platter full of sagamite, that is to say meal of 

Indian corn boiled in water and seasoned with fat.  The Master of ceremonies filled a 

spoon with sagamite three or four times and put it to my mouth as if I was a little child.  

He did the same to Monsieur Jolliet.  As a second course, he caused a second platter to 

be brought on which there were three fish.  He took some pieces of them, removed the 

bones thereupon, and after blowing on them to cool them, he put them in our mouths 

as one would give food to bird.  For the third course, they brought a large dog that had 

just been killed; but when they learned we did not eats its meat, they removed it from 

before us.  Finally, the fourth course was a piece of wild ox, the fattest morsels of which 

were placed in our mouths. [Fr. Jacques Marquette] (Balesi, p. 22). 
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8.                In declining health on his final voyage on the Illinois waterways in 1675, Fr. 

Marquette and his entourage canoed east along the Theakiki, portaged for five miles to 

the St. Joseph River (near South Bend, Indiana today) and then to Lake Michigan.  He 

died along the eastern shore of Lake Michigan on May 18, 1675.  Local folk lore claims 

that the Marquette Oak that once stood along the banks of the Kankakee River at 

Gougar’s Grove near Baker’s Creek between Aroma Park and Kankakee, was the site of 

Fr. Marquette’s overnight encampment on his final journey in 1675. 

 

 
9. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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10. In the following recreation, a Potawatomi speaks about the years 1734-1834: 

 

Over the course of 100 circles of seasons while living in Ti-yar-ac-ke, we met 

outsiders who carried different cloths waving on poles—they called them flags.  They 

often carried these cloths into battle against each other and sometimes against us. 

[James Paul—“The Story of Twin Oaks: Prequel” in The Herald, July 2017]. 

 

 
11. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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12. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
13. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
14. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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15. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 
16. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
17. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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18.             This French 18th century map indicates the rivers “Theakiki” (spelled with two 

K’s), Iroquois, and St. Joseph.  The French phrase Pays Des means” Land of”. 

 
19. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
20. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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21. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
22. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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23. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
24. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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25. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

26. Please note the names of all the rivers, forts, Native American villages, and white settlers’ towns 

on these maps 
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27. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
28. No additional narrative for this slide.  
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29. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

30. Shabonee/Shabonna (above) allied with Tecumseh during the War of 1812.  The painting above 

is a glorified version of the Battle of Tippecanoe. 
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31. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
32. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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33. Here you see several artistic depictions of the Battle of Fort Dearborn. 

 
34. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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35. In the following recreation, a Potawatomi speaks about the year 1823: 

 

      The men who wore black robes tried to “baptize” us.  Few of us were interested 

in this strange religion because it went against our culture and beliefs.  Near the St. 

Joseph River on the sun rise side, a new group called “Baptists” came to teach our 

people reading, writing, farming, and working inside the home.  Some of these 

“Baptists” thought that we could be saved from the outsiders’ bad habits by moving us 

to the sun set side of the Mississippi River.  They told this to their leaders, and those 

leaders agreed.  The outsiders also wanted our land.   

[James Paul—“The Story of Twin Oaks: Prequel” in The Herald, July 2017]. 
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36.            The area outlined in red (drawn by James Paul—2020) is the Illinois Territory from 1809 to 1818 

when  Illinois became a state.  The following narration is from my article “April 1818: Potawatomi 

apprehensive about impending Illinois statehood” in the Village of Bourbonnais’s The Herald April 3, 2018 

edition. 

         Like other Native Americans in the Illinois Territory, the Potawatomi of the Kankakee worried 

about their fate in the spring of 1818.  This was the year that territorial legislators in the capitol at 

Kaskaskia had set for achieving statehood.  In the eight months from April to December 1818, many issues 

had to be addressed.  The legislators’ sights were not yet set specifically on the Potawatomi of the 

Kankakee, but how long would that last? 

         Nine years before Illinois statehood, the Illinois Territory was formed on April 28, 1809 out of the 

1787 Northwest Ordinance’s westernmost lands.  The territory consisted of today’s Illinois, Wisconsin, 

and Minnesota’s east bank of the Mississippi River.  President James Madison appointed the Kentuckian 

aristocratic lawyer, livestock farmer, and slave owner, Ninian Wirt Edwards, Sr. (his son’s wife, Elizabeth 

Porter Todd, was Abraham Lincoln’s sister-in-law), as the first Illinois Territory governor.  The seat of 

government was in Kaskaskia on the Mississippi River.  By 1812, all tax abiding free white males gained 

the right to vote.  At the first general election in October, Shadrach Bond was sent to the U.S. Congress as 

the first territorial representative of Illinois; Pierre Menard became president of the Council of Five (one 

from each county) who assisted the governor; and a six-man House of Representatives was chosen 

(Howard, 76 and 79). 

         After the War of 1812, the Native American population of the Illinois Territory remained on the 

defensive and compelled, more and more every year, to concede white settler ownership of the land.  The 

population centers of the territory were along the rivers with the southern part most densely populated 

and the northern part—even Chicago—most thinly populated.  The population of Chicago—where Jean 

Baptist Point du Sable (of African descent) and his Potawatomi wife, Kitiwaha, operated a trading post 

from 1779-1800, and Fort Dearborn was built in 1804—had only a population of 100 in 1830.  By late 

1818, the population of the territory was estimated at 40,000, the number needed for statehood.  

However, Robert Howard in Illinois: A History of the Prairie State (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. 

Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1979) stated that “a federal report said Illinois had 34,620 when it was 

admitted as a state (p. 102).  [Author James Paul] 
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37.   Continuation of article “April 1818: Potawatomi apprehensive about impending Illinois 

statehood”: 

 

On November 20, 1817, Daniel Pope Cook, a lawyer who by 1818 became the clerk of 

the Illinois Territory House of Representatives, editorialized for Illinois statehood in Kaskaskia’s 

Intelligencer. By the end of January 1818, the Illinois Territorial legislature and governor 

endorsed an Illinois statehood bill for the U.S. Congress to consider.  The bill passed on April 14 

and was signed by President James Monroe on April 18, 1818.  The next task for the Illinois 

Territorial legislature was to write a constitution for the proposed state.  The main issue to be 

addressed in the summer of 1818 would be slavery.  Native Americans including the Potawatomi 

realized that their constitutional rights would be nonexistent.  Indian removal was the sentiment 

of the time.  Some Potawatomi had allied in 1811-12—War of 1812—with Tecumseh, his 

brother the Prophet, and the British when this Native American-British alliance fought against 

the Indiana and Illinois Territorial military (which promoted white settler advancement into 

Native American lands).  Some Potawatomi had participated in the attack and burning of Fort 

Dearborn.  They had gained the reputation of “known troublemakers” by the Illinois Territory 

governing officials (Howard, p. 89).  The Illinois Territory legislature in 1814, according to 

Howard, “. . . obligated itself to pay fifty dollars [equivalent to $800 today] for the death of an 

Indian who entered a settlement with hostile intent.  Civilians who had official permission to 

send an expedition into Indian country could qualify for a one-hundred-dollar [equivalent of 

$1600 today] reward for killing an Indian warrior” (Howard, p. 93).  With this reputation and 

reward system, one can understand how the Potawatomi of the Kankakee would be 

apprehensive about impending Illinois statehood.  [Author James Paul] 
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38.    In the following recreation, a Potawatomi speaks about the year 1832: 

      

After the Black Hawk War ended, the Treaty of Camp Tippecanoe, changed our lives.  

The treaty was between the outsiders and the chiefs and headmen of the “Potawatomie Tribe of 

Indians of the Prairie and Kankakee”.  The treaty gave land to those with Potawatomie blood so 

they could sell it.  Our land is now being sold to outsiders since we must move to the sun set 

side of the Mississippi River.  Ti-yar-ac-ke is now open for outsiders.  In return for this land, we 

are to be given new lands, money, and supplies to help us build new homes.  We worry that this 

money and supplies will be little, or late in arrival, and we will suffer after removal to the lands 

toward the setting sun.  As our bands now begin to leave our homes and villages, our hearts are 

broken.  Squaws cry.  Braves and the old people shed tears as they see for the last time their Ti-

yar-ac-ke, its beauty, its trees along the river, its openness full of game, fur bearing animals, 

deer, and its clear waters full of fish. 

[James Paul—“The Story of Twin Oaks: Prequel” in The Herald, July 2017]. 
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39. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
40. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
41. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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42. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
43. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
44. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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45.  No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
46. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
47. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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48. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
49. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
50. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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51. These maps indicate the reservations in the area of today’s Kankakee River State Park. 

 

 
52. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
53. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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54. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
55. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
56. No additional narrative for this slide, but please prepare your question and answers. 

 Slide 57 
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58.   [The following first person account by Noel LeVasseur is based on Dr. James Paul’s 

interpretation after reviewing the historical resources.] 

  [Noel LeVasseur enters singing  A La Claire Fontaine.]  Bozho, nikan ! Nee ga Nah neh 

gee?  (Potawatomi language for “Hello, friend! How are you my friend?”)  Bonjour madames, 

mademoiselles, et monseurs, mon amis!  C’est bon etre ici.  Comment allez vous?  Tres bien!  Je 

m’apelle Noel LeVasseur, Francais-Canadien et Quebecois. Aussi, je suis le citizen de Bourbonnais 

en Illinois.  Vous comprenez?  Parlez-vous Francais?  Oui.  (Translation from the French:  Good 

day ladies and gentlemen, my friends.  It is good to be here.  How are you?  Very good!  My 

name is Noel LeVasseur, French-Canadian and of Quebec Province.  Also, I am a citizen of 

Bourbonnais in Illinois.  Do you understand?  Do you speak French? Yes).  Somehow you will 

understand me as I will speak to you in my third language, Anglais (English).  

 

59.    I was named Noel because I was born in on Christmas Eve 1799 in the farming village of 

St. Michel D’Yamask, southwest of Quebec and northeast of Montreal.  My parents were 

Antoine (1766-1824)and Marie Angelique [Lavalle] (1771-1851)LeVasseur.  I have five siblings: 

Antoine (1798-99, Michel (1800-86), Marie (1802- ), Amable (1804- ), and Pierre (1807-08).  We 

were a farming family with no formal education.  Here you see the Quebec flag and the 

panoramic views above the St. Lawrence River which I and my family enjoyed when we traveled 

to Quebec City.  
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60.   As a Quebecois, I knew about the rich fur trade in lands to the southwest which had 

once been a part of Quebec Province.  After Native American languages, French was the second 

most common language in this area. 

 

61.   In 1816 when I was seventeen, I was recruited to fur trading work for the North West 

Company by Pierre Rastel, sieur de Rocheblave. In that year, I was sent to establish a trading 

post at Mackinac Island in the interest of the North West Company.  I remained there during the 

winter.  The company comprised eleven men, and during that year we erected a fort and 

wintered there.  I decided to leave the employ of the North West Company in 1817, and along 

with an Indian companion, concluded to push out into the wilderness. We equipped a small 

boat, a canoe made of birch bark.  Do you see the rolled birch bark and the black pitch used to 

seal the seams?  The pitch was made out of charcoal, spruce gum, and bear grease.  We 

collected these materials all year long.  When we set out, we followed the lake into Green Bay, 

and from there into the wilderness.  Following the trail of the Indians until we struck the 

headwaters of the Wisconsin River, there we built a larger craft and followed the river to the 

Indian village at Fond du Lac.  We wintered there and retraced our steps in the spring. 

At the top of the map above, you can see one of my first employer’s (the British North 

West Fur Company) trading posts located north of Grand Marais, Minnesota.  The arrow to the 

right indicates Mackinac Island, home of my current employer which I joined in 1818: the 

American Fur Company. 
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62.   By the spring of 1818, the year Illinois became a state, I entered the service of John 

Jacob Aster, head of the American Fur Company.  In 1821, I met Gurdon Hubbard (1802-86) at 

the company’s Bureau Creek trading post in north central Illinois, located near the Illinois River. 

Hubbard was in charge of the post.  He became a close friend of mine the rest of my life.  He and 

I portaged from Lake Michigan to the Deplanes River down the Kankakee River to the Iroquois 

River to the chief village of the Iroquois Indians.  The Iroquois and Potawatomi had allied earlier 

against attacks by the Illiniwek.  We set up a trading post on the south side of the Iroquois River 

called Bunkum.  It was one of the first trading posts in the Northwest south of Mackinac, and we 

traded with all Indians who made this place their head village.  In 1822, Hubbard established 

another trading post near Danville, Illinois.  Also in that same year, Hubbard and I met a fellow 

French-Canadian by the name of Antione Bourbonnais at our Bureau Creek fur trading post.  In 

1823, our fur company assigned Antoine Bourbonnais to a post on the Kankakee River.  Other 

fur traders are pictured above at the post known as Isle a La Cache. 

 

63. If I were a bird in some modern day flying over the confluence of the Kankakee and DesPlaines 

Rivers with the Illinois River, it would appear as the above. 
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64.   On one of my journeys along the Kankakee in the mid-1820s, I finally met Antoine’s 

brother Francois Bourbonnais, Sr., and I remarked “. . .white man though he was, after many 

years of residence and association with the Pottawatomi, living on terms of equality and after 

the manner of the Indian, [he] had completely lost his identity and distinguishing characteristics 

as a white man” (Burroughs, Kankakee’s Earliest Pioneer Settlers, p. 116 as quoting I’Abbe 

Fanning) .  By the time I and my associates established a Bourbonnais Grove trading house in 

1834, Francois Bourbonnais, Sr. had already been living here with the natives for several years. 

  Here you can see the Bourbonnais family. From left to right above: Antoine, his brother 

Francois Sr., Francois’s son’s Francois Jr. and Washington.  From left to right below: Francois 

Bourbonnais Sr.’s children Peter, Mary Josette, Anthony, Catherine, and his Potawatomi wife 

Catish.  In addition to myself and Gurdon Hubbard, you also see my neighbor in Bourbonnais 

Grove Thomas Durham. 
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65.   A “custom of the country” was that fur traders and Potawatomi could marry for mutual 

benefit.  With few non-native women in the fur trading areas, some men married native women.  

Opportunities for advancement would open for both parties in the relationship.  The wife would 

have access to some privileges not available to other native women.  Likewise, the husband 

would secure more trading access to the local tribes and thereby advance economically.  Their 

children, metis, would also gain advancement opportunities.   The portraits seen here are close 

likenesses of the two Potawatomi that I married (Horan, p. 305). [The portraits are of 

Rantchewaime, or Flying Pigeon, in James D. Moran’s The Mckenney-Hall Portrait Gallery of 

American Indians]. 

From 1829 to 1835, I was married to Mesawkequa, a Potawatomi princess who was the 

daughter of Chief Shabonee and his wife Monoska, and niece of Chief Tamin of the local 

Potawatomi tribe.  She and I had two children: Marianne (1830-50) and George William.  

Mesawkequa.  Our lives separated when she left with a large number of Potawatomi during the 

removal of 1835.  By then I was married to Mesawkequa’s sister Watchekee (Godfrey, p. Grass 

Widow, p. 5). 

Watchekee had earlier been married to Gurdon Hubbard from 1824-27, and they had 

two children who died in infancy.  Watchekee’s name means Overseer.  She was named after a 

heroine of Potawatomi legend.  In the harsh and deep snow winter of 1830-31, Watchekee 

came to the aid of white settlers along the Iroquois River.  She went briefly to Kansas with the 

Kickapoo in 1832 and returned in 1833.  

The map above denotes with red arrows Bourbonnais Grove where Watchekee and I 

established our new trading post, the Hubbard Trail which Gurdon Hubbard used to travel to 

Chicago, and the site of our trading post at Bunkum. 
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66.   As Gurdon Hubbard developed the Danville trading post and began traveling to Chicago, 

I continued service with John Jacob Aster and the American Fur Company, who furnished me 

with a stock of goods valued at $6,008 [$96,128 today] at Bunkum.  I traded with the Indians but 

the Treaty of Camp Tippecanoe in October 1832 compelled them to move west of the 

Mississippi River.  In 1828 Hubbard left the Bunkum trading post and began trading with the 

Indians at Chicago Creek.  The year before, 1827, the American Fur Company disbanded and 

Hubbard acquired all the company’s Illinois assets.  In 1832, he gave me complete control of the 

post at Bunkum.   

Change was in the air that year of 1832.  I realized that my life would change from fur 

trader to something else as the Potawatomi were compelled to move west of the Mississippi by 

the terms of the Treaty of Camp Tippecanoe.  On one of our trading expeditions to the Village of 

Chief Shaw-waw-nas-see in 1832, our party was compelled to make camp seven miles south of 

Rock Creek in an area along the Chicago to Danville Road where the trees along the river to the 

west formed a point “La Pointe”.  I exclaimed “What a beautiful country is this in which we live!”  

Two years later in 1834, with the help of my new wife, Watchekee, I purchased that site from 

the Potawatomi chief Mesheketeno.  While I continued to work at the trading post on the 

Iroquois River, I instructed my associates, Henry Boucher and Dominick Bray, to build the 

Bourbonnais Grove trading house in 1834. 

 
67.               Here you can see the reservation that Mesawkequa was given in 1832 Treaty of Camp 

Tippecanoe.  The absence of Wat-che-kee from Illinois in 1832 at the time of the signing of the 

treaty may explain why she did not receive a reservation like the one awarded to Mesawkequa.  

By the Treaty of Camp Tippecanoe, over 800,000 acres were transferred from Potawatomi to 

U.S. ownership.  The treaties granted individual Potawatomi and children of Potawatomi and 

French-Canadian marriages choice land reservations of 320-3200 acres.  
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68.                Chief Mesheketeno’s reservation is denoted by the turquois arrow above.  After I came 

to know Chief Mesheketeno whose village sprawled around Bourbonnais Grove , he told me one 

day that he had a dream the previous night.  In that dream, I gave him my black horse as a sign 

of friendship—which I reluctantly did since I had no choice but to honor the wishes of the Great 

Spirit who caused the dream.   I thought over the situation, and a few days later, I told Chief 

Mesheketeno  that I had a dream, and in the dream in order to insure our friendship, he gave 

me 300 acres of sugar maples.  The chief gave me the land and asked that neither one of us 

dream anymore.   In 1834, I purchased 640 acres from Chief Mesheketeno’s reservation for 

$1000 [$16,000 today].  I soon began to purchase more land in Bourbonnais Grove and 

northwest of Bourbonnais Grove. 

In 1837, I traveled back to the village of my birth, St. Michel D’Yamask.  I was not 

recognized at first because I had been gone for twenty years, even by my mother—until I 

showed her my hand  with a missing part of my finger which I lost during a childhood accident.  I 

told the villagers of the endless opportunity of rich farming land in Bourbonnais Grove.  As a 

result of this recruitment, many French-Canadian families migrated to Bourbonnais Grove.  They 

settled in Petite Canada noted by the gold arrow above.  The first Roman Catholic mass to be 

celebrated was in June 1837 in my new home. 
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69.             Watchekee and I had three children: Elihu, Olivie (b. 1835), and Archange (b. 1837).  

Watchekee and I remained at the Buncomb trading post until 1834.  In 1837, Watchekee and I 

separated and she left for Council Bluffs, Iowa where her tribe had been assigned.  She and the 

children were part of the Potawatomi Removal in 1837 led by Lewis H. Sands.  I “shadowed” the 

removal to make sure Watchekee and the children were not mistreated. 

In 1837, I asked my friend and neighbor, Thomas Durham who was also a brick mason, 

to build  an Early Classical Style house just northeast of the trading house.  This was the first 

brick house in the area.  Durham’s farmstead was located just to the south on the Chicago-

Danville Road.   When our house was completed, I invited Father Simone Lalumiere, from 

Vincennes, to say the first mass in my home in June 1837.  What a proper beginning for our new 

home!  

 
70. No additional narrative for this slide, but please answer the question. 
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71. Postscript—the Fate of the Potawatomi who traveled with you on this journey.  No additional 

narrative for this slide. 

 

72. Postscript—the Fate of the Potawatomi who traveled with you on this journey.  No additional 

narrative for this slide. 
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73. No additional narrative for this slide, but please answer the question. 

 

74. No additional narrative for this slide. 
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75. No additional narrative for this slide. 

 

 
76. No additional narrative for this slide.  See webinar for this interactive exchange between 

Potawatomi and Noel LeVasseur. 
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77. No additional narrative for this slide.  See webinar for this interactive exchange between 

Potawatomi and Noel LeVasseur. 

 

 


